ReClaim
NATURAL SLUDGE REMOVER

FOR BEST RESULTS:
Apply ReClaim tablets at the prescribed rate directly to sludge buildup. Use supplemental aeration to enhance biological activity. Optimal Water Conditions: pH 6.5-8.5, Temperature: 50°F or above.

PET, FISH & WILDLIFE FRIENDLY when used as directed, not intended for water used for human consumption.

ATTENTION:
Failure to use as directed, or sudden changes in water conditions not consistent with label, may result in loss or injury to aquatic life. Atlantic is not responsible for any loss of aquatic life.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN:
Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Wash with soap and water after use.

Tablets remove organic sludge from the bottom of ponds and streams
Especially useful in gravel bottom ponds
Apply tablets weekly for fastest results

Treats 2,400 Sq. Ft.

APPLICATION RATE:
Apply 2 tablets for every 100 sq. ft. every 2 weeks. For ponds with heavy sludge buildup apply ReClaim at the prescribed rate once a week until desired results are achieved.

24 oz. (48 - ½ oz. Tablets)

Atlantic
Made in USA
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MODEL: WTRC48